Physical and Occupational
Therapy Staffing Services
AMN Can Help you Staff In-Demand Physical
and Occupational Therapists
AMN Healthcare is the nation’s innovator in healthcare workforce solutions. We provide permanent
and travel staff to meet all of your allied health needs. With more than 30 years of industry
experience, we truly understand what it takes to staff your organization for sustainability and longterm success.
There is a high demand for skilled physical and occupational therapists, and that demand
is expected to continue to grow through 2024.
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Physical and Occupational Therapy

Why is Demand Rising?
• Facilities are realizing that therapy has an important role in lowering readmission rates
• An aging population prefers to have their care at home
◦ Occupational therapists can ensure the home environment is safe
◦ Physical therapists can practice anywhere and adapt their exercises to the environment.

How can you make sure your facility has the skilled
therapists it needs to meet patient demand?
Working with AMN will give you access to the industry's most comprehensive network of physical and
occupational therapists. Each professional is prescreened and matched to your specific qualifications, for
assignments ranging from four weeks up to several months. We take care of the licensing, housing, and
travel issues, and provide clinical liaisons to work with you throughout the assignment period.

The Physical Therapy Licensure Compact
To help ensure our clients have access to quality clinicians when they need them, AMN assists physical
therapy professionals seeking multistate privileges through The Physical Therapy Licensure Compact.
The Compact is a state-based initiative dedicated to reducing regulatory barriers to interstate practice
for physical therapy (PT) professionals. AMN underwrites the application fees for AMN PTs and PT
assistants who desire to work in one of the Compact states.
We see multistate privileges as a win for all involved. Patients will have greater access to quality care,
clinicians will have more mobility and new career opportunities, and healthcare organizations will be
provided with larger numbers of qualified professionals. It will also allow the provision of electronic or
telemedicine services by placing privileged clinicians across state lines.

To learn more about how AMN can help you gain access to the highest quality physical and
occupational therapists, please visit www.amnhealthcare.com/allied
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AMN Healthcare is the leader and innovator of healthcare workforce, staffing,
and revenue cycle services to healthcare facilities across the nation. AMN provides
unparalleled access to the most comprehensive network of quality healthcare
professionals. With insights and expertise, AMN helps providers optimize their workforce
to successfully reduce complexity, increase efficiency, and improve patient outcomes.

